ABSTRACT. Let A: be a perfect field such that k is solvable over k. We show that a smooth, affine, factorial surface birationally dominated by affine 2-space A^ is geometrically factorial and hence isomorphic to A|. The result is useful in the study of subalgebras of polynomial algebras. The condition of solvability would be unnecessary if a question we pose on integral representations of finite groups has a positive answer.
1. Introduction. Let A: be a field and A a regular factorial, affine A:-algebra. Suppose A C k [Z, T] , the polynomial algebra in two variables over k. If A: is algebraically closed and k(Z, T) is a separable extension of the quotient field K of A, then by a famous result of Fujita and Miyanishi-Sugie, A is itself a polynomial algebra over k ( [F] and [M-S] , see also [R-l] for the case when char A: > 0). This result fails when k is not algebraically closed (see [B-D] , Example 4.4 and 4.1 below). On the other hand, in counterexamples known to us, [&(Z, T) : K] > 1 and moreover, for perfect k, , Theorem 1.3) has shown that when k [Z, T] is a simple (as ring) birational extension of A 9 then again A is a polynomial algebra over k. We therefore raise QUESTION 1. Let A: be a perfect field and A a regular, affine factorial, birational subalgebra of k[Z, T\. Is A a polynomial algebra over k?
We were motivated to study this question by considering regular, factorial affine kalgebras B such that k [X] <zBck [X,Z,T] .
It is then natural to ask whether B is a polynomial algebra and, if yes, whether X is a variable in B. This obviously is true if dim B -1, and has been shown to hold if dim£ = 2 by Russell and Sathaye ([R-S] ). If dimB = 3, it is not difficult to give counterexamples to the first part of the question (see [B-D] , Example 4.4 and 4.2 below), even if A: is algebraically closed. A first step in studying this situation will be to consider the ring extensions
In case the extension k[X,Z,T\jB is birational, an affirmative answer to Question 1 would imply that B is "genetically" polynomial over k[X\ if char A: = 0, a result of interest even if we assume to begin with that B is polynomial over k.
The key to answering Question 1 is to ascertain that factoriality of A is preserved when the base field k is extended to L, where L/k is a finite Galois extension. We show this (see Proposition 3.4) in case L/k is solvable with the help of a result on integral representations (Proposition 2.2). If the condition of solvability could be removed there, Question 1 would be answered positively in general. 
A k LEMMA 3.2. Let k be a field and let L/k be a finite Galois extension with Galois group G. Let X be a smooth, geometrically integral, quasi-projective scheme over k. Then Xi is smooth and integral. The group G acts on the class group Q\(Xi) inducing a (left) T\G\module structure. Moreover rank(Cl(X)) -ranklnv^fCl^)).
PROOF. It is obvious that Xi is smooth, integral and G acts (in a canonical manner) onCl(X L ).
Let p:Xi --> Xbe the canonical morphism. Let C be an irreducible closed subset of Xof codimension one and let C\,..., C' n be the irreducible components ofp~x{C). Then the codimensionof C-inX L is 1 for 1 < i <n and/?*(Q = TP i= \ C-(asL/kis separable), where/?*: C\(X) -^ C\(XL) is the group homomorphism induced by p. It is easy to see that/?*(Cl(JO)cInv c (Cl(AZ)).
Since/? is a finite morphism andX, Xi are smooth, there exists a group homomorphism /?*:Cl(Ax) -• C\(X) such that/?*/?* = multiplication by the integer \G\. This gives the equality rankCl(Z) = rank(/?* C\(X)).
Let Tr: C\(X L ) --> C\(X L ) be the trace homomorphism defined by Tr(c) = T, g ecg • c.
Then it is easy to see that Im(Tr) C Inv G (Cl(X L )) and for v G Inv G (Cl(Jf L )), Tr(v) = \G\v. Therefore we get the equality rank(lm(Tr)) = rank(lnv c Cl(Ai)).
Since p* C\(X) C Inv G Cl(Ai), to prove the result it is enough to show the inclusion Im(Tr) C p* C\(X).
Let C be an irreducible closed subset of Xi of codimension 1. Let PROOF. Since X is quasi-projective, integral and V is affine, it is clear that the codimension of Ci in X is 1 for 1 < i < n.
Since C\(V) = 0, Cl(X) is generated by C\,..., C n . So it is enough to show that they are linearly independent.
Suppose 0 = Y? i= \ niCi in Cl(Jf), where the «/ are integers. This means that there exists a non zero element/ of k(X) (the function field ofX) such that (f) = £" =1 «/C/, where/ is the principal divisor defined by/ on X. Since C/ H V = 0 for 1 < i < n,f and 1 // are regular on V and therefore/ G k* by assumption. But then (/) = 0. Therefore n t = 0 for 1 f? i < n and we are through.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let kbea perfect field and A a regular, factorial, birational subalgebra ofk[Z, T\. LetL/k be a finite Galois extension. If the Galois group G -G{L/k) is solvable, then A^^L is factorial.
PROOF. Let X = Spec(yi) and A| = Spec£[Z, T\. Since A is a birational subring of k [Z, T] , we obtain a birational morphism/: A| -* X. Then by Lemma 3.1 (and well known results on "Resolution of Singularities of Surfaces") it is clear that there exists a sequence of monoidal transformations (1), (2) and (3) (with the help of Lemma 3.1) and these will not be proved.
Let PROOF. X-k is smooth and, by Proposition 3.4 above, factorial. By [F] 
